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Value Grade

Front Page 2 pts.

Problem 1 25 pts.

Problem 2 13 pts.

Problem 3 17 pts.

Problem 4 27 pts.

TOTAL: 84 pts.

This test has 12 pages be sure your test has them all. Do NOT spend too much time on one question —
remember that this class lasts 75 minutes.

In writing code you do not need to worry about specifying the proper import statements. Don’t worry
about getting function or method names exactly right. Assume that all libraries and packages we’ve discussed
are imported in any code you write.

Be sure your name and net-id are legible on this page and that your net-id appears at the top
of every page.

There are two blank pages at the end of the test for extra work-space.
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PROBLEM 1 : (What will Python display? (25 points))

Part A (19 points)

Write the output for each print statement. Write the output in the right-column under OUTPUT.

CODE OUTPUT

s = ’duke blue’

print(s.upper())

print(s.split(’u’))

print(s.find(’l’))

s = set([’d’])

s.add(’a’)

s.add(’b’)

s.add(’a’)

print(len(s))

s2 = set([’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’d’])

print(sorted(s & s2))

print(sorted(s - s2))

l = [x*2 for x in range(4)]

print(l)

a = [’pan’, ’fried’, ’eggs’]

b = [x for x in a if ’e’ in x]

print(b)

lst0 = [’a’, ’b’]

lst0.append([’c’])

print(lst0)

lst1 = lst0[-1]

lst1.append(’d’)

lst2 = lst0[-1] + [’e’]

print(lst0)

print(lst1)

print(lst2)

lst = [[0, 6, 1], [0, 2, 7], [5, 8, 4]]

lst = sorted(lst)

print(lst[0])

lst = sorted(lst, reverse=True)

print(lst[0])

lst = sorted(lst, key=max)

print(lst[0])

d = {’a’: 2, ’b’: 5, ’c’: 1, ’d’: 1}

setKey = set(d.keys())

setVal = set(d.values())

print(len(setKey))

print(len(setVal))

print(’d’ in d)

print(1 in d)
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Part B (6 points)

Given the list colors and code below. Write the output for each print statement. Write the output in
the right-column under OUTPUT.

colors = [’cherry blossom pink’, ’robin egg blue’, ’school bus yellow’, ’azure’,

’tomato’, ’forest green’, ’royal blue’, ’sangria’, ’carrot orange’,

’powder blue’]

d = {}

for color in colors:

words = len(color.split())

if words not in d:

d[words] = []

d[words].append(color)

CODE OUTPUT

print(sorted(d.keys()))

tmp = [len(d[k]) for k in sorted(d.keys())]

print(tmp)

print(d[1])
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PROBLEM 2 : (Spot the Bug (13 points))

Below is a buggy version of the PigLatin encrypt function. Answer the following questions about this code.
Below are the rules of PigLatin for reference. There is no need to worry about non-alphabetic characters.

Rule Example
If a word begins with a vowel: ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, or ‘u’, then append
the string “-way” to form the pig-latin equivalent.

anchor → anchor-way

Words that begin with a ‘qu’ should be treated as though the ‘u’
is a consonant.

quiz → iz-quay

If a word begins with a non-vowel, move the prefix before the first
vowel to the end with “ay” appended. Use a hyphen and treat ‘y’
as a vowel. If ‘y’ is the first letter of a word it should be considered
a consonant.

computer → omputer-cay
yesterday → esterday-yay
rhythm → ythm-rhay

If a word contains no vowels it should be treated as though it starts
with a vowel

brr → brr-way

def encrypt(word):

if word[0].lower() in ’aeiou’:

return word + ’-way’

elif word[:2].lower() == ’qu’:

return word[2:] + ’-’ + word[:2] + ’ay’

else:

for i in range(1, len(word)):

if word[i].lower() in ’aeiouy’:

return word[i:] + ’-’ + word[:i] + ’ay’

Part A (4 points)

In the first cell below, write a function call to encrypt that returns a correct value. In the second cell, write
your function call’s return value.

call return value

Part B (6 points)

In the first cell below, write a function call for encrypt that returns a wrong value. In the second cell, write
your function call’s return value. In the third cell, write the value it should return.

call return value correct value
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Part C (3 points)

Here is the buggy code again. Fix it so that it always returns the correct values. You should have to change
no more than three lines.

def encrypt(word):

if word[0].lower() in ’aeiou’:

return word + ’-way’

elif word[:2].lower() == ’qu’:

return word[2:] + ’-’ + word[:2] + ’ay’

else:

for i in range(1, len(word)):

if word[i].lower() in ’aeiouy’:

return word[i:] + ’-’ + word[:i] + ’ay’
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PROBLEM 3 : (Word Counting (17 points))

In this problem, you will write code that uses the dictionary variable words below. This dictionary’s keys
are of type string and represent a word. This dictionary’s values are of type int and represent the number
of times that word was seen in a file. For example, “cities” was seen 2 times in the file. You can write one
or more lines of code for each question below.

words = {’cities’: 2, ’europe’: 16, ’natural’: 17, ’towns’: 49, ’bird’: 4,

’breeding’: 30, ’eastern’: 44, ’european’: 13, ’with’: 29, ’nest’: 1,

’eurasian’: 30, ’sparrow’: 27, ’tree’: 11}

For example, the list comprehension below evaluates to [49, 44].

l = [c for c in words.values() if c > 30]

Part A (4 points)

Write code to store in the list variable rarewords the words that are seen less than 10 times. In the dictionary
above this would result in the list [’cities’, ’bird’, ’nest’], but the code you write should work for
any dictionary named words in the format above.

Part B (3 points)

Write the value of the list variable l after the list comprehension assigns a value to l.

l = [k for k in words.keys() if k[0] == ’t’]
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Part C (10 points)

The dictionary words is reproduced below for convenience.

words = {’cities’: 2, ’europe’: 16, ’natural’: 17, ’towns’: 49, ’bird’: 4,

’breeding’: 30, ’eastern’: 44, ’european’: 13, ’with’: 29, ’nest’: 1,

’eurasian’: 30, ’sparrow’: 27, ’tree’: 11}

Write code to create a dictionary avg in which keys are of type int and represent the length of a word. The
values for this dictionary are of type float and represent the average number of times words of that length
were seen in the file (sum of times seen divided by the number of words of that length).

For the dictionary above, the code you write should store in avg a dictionary equivalent to the one shown
below, but the order of the keys doesn’t matter and may be different from what’s shown. Your code should
work for any values in words.

{6: 9.0, 7: 29.3333332, 5: 49.0, 4: 11.25, 8: 24.3333332}
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PROBLEM 4 : (Venmo Data Analyzer (27 points))

In this problem, you are given a CSV file of data and code that reads the file so that the data can be
processed by functions you write.

The CSV file you have is based on Venmo data. It contains the person giving the money, the person receiving
the money, the amount of money sent, the date it was sent, and the time it was sent. An example of data
in the file is given below. The first line represents a person named Deremer sent Willa $8.72 on November
9th, 2009 at 5:56 pm.

Deremer,Willa,8.72,11-9-2009,5:56p

Esperanza,Berends,29.46,8-10-2008,8:49a

Hayden,Hemby,67.95,9-23-2008,2:37p

Xuan,Livengood,23.15,5-15-2005,6:48a

Callie,Houchin,1.74,12-16-2003,6:17a

Ammann,Ophelia,63.6,8-8-2013,2:23p

Bonomo,Jettie,78.34,7-13-2008,9:30a

Fransisca,Catto,46.59,12-6-2009,10:03a

Kayla,Sidney,18.53,12-23-2003,5:31p

Pamella,Sidney,32.16,3-15-2007,6:32p

Eric,Catto,16.39,4-23-2008,10:22a

Part A (9 points)

Write the function getHour that takes a parameter of type string in the format in the CSV (e.g. “7:55p”)
and returns a value of type int representing the hour of the day based on military time or in other words
between 0 and 23. For example:

Time is between Return value
Midnight and 12:59am 0
10:00am and 10:59am 10
5:00pm and 5:59pm 17

def getHour(time):

"""

The parameter time is of type string.

Return the hour between 0 and 23 of the day represented in time of type int.

"""
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Part B (8 points)

Write the function getData that reads the CSV file and returns a list of dictionaries. Each dictionary in the
list will have the same keys ("giver", "receiver", "amount", "date", and "time") and each key maps
to a specific piece of information for that transaction. All values are of type string except for amount, which
should be of type float. For example, the first line of the csv above would become:

{’giver’: ’Deremer’, ’receiver’: ’Willa’, ’amount’: 8.72,

’date’: ’11-9-2009’, ’time’: ’5:56p’}

Below we’ve given you some starter code to handle the initial creation of the CSV reader object.

import CSV

def getData(filename):

"""

The parameter filename is of type string.

Returns a list of dictionaries based on the CSV file specified by filename.

"""

f = open(filename)

freader = csv.reader(f)

data = []

for row in freader:
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Part C (10 points)

Write the function mostExpensiveHour that takes a list of dictionaries as returned by getData and returns
the hour of the day based on military time that had the most total money transferred through it. If there
is a tie, return the latest hour.

In writing this function, you may call the function getHour that is specified above. Assume the function
works correctly. Do not duplicate the functionality provided by the function.

For example:

>>> data = ([

{’giver’: ’Deremer’, ’receiver’: ’Willa’, ’amount’: 9.99,

’date’: ’11-9-2009’, ’time’: ’2:56a’},

{’giver’: ’Esperanza’, ’receiver’: ’Berends’, ’amount’: 9.99,

’date’: ’8-10-2008’, ’time’: ’4:49p’},

{’giver’: ’Hayden’, ’receiver’: ’Hemby’, ’amount’: 7.95,

’date’: ’8-10-2008’, ’time’: ’9:49a’},

]

>>> mostExpensiveHour(data)

16

def mostExpensiveHour(data):

"""

The parameter data is a list of dictionaries as returned by getData.

Return the hour of the day that had the most money transferred through it

based on the parameter data.

"""
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extra page
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extrapage
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